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invented to cure a host of earlier weaknesses in
the theory.
The admissionoffailure arises fromanew,
highly accurate aaalysis of the Infrared Astro
nomical Satellite (IRAS) survey, which shows
that clusters of galaxies are more widely dis
tributed in the universe and are more dense
than previously thought. Moreover, large
scale structures composed of galaxies are too
large to have been formed by any known "forc
es" in the time since the Big Bang.
The universe is supposed to have "begun"
with a smooth distribution of matter in which
galaxies later condensed. If this were true, an
other satellite observatory, the Cosmic Back
ground Explorer (COBE), now in orbit,
should be detecting the inhomogeneities in the
background radiation left behind by this
clumping process. So far it has not, contribut
ing to the despair of the cosmologists. By the
summer of 1992, the data from COBE should
show variations as small as one part in a mil
lion. If no blips have been found by then, ac
cording to Michael Tumer at the University of
Chicago, "we have to commit ritual suicide,"
the Jan. 2 Wall Street Journal reported.

Development
;
Frenchman demands
Mideast Marshall Plan
French politicalinftuential Michel Noirhas de
clared that "Europe has no other choice than to
Iauneh a true Marshall Plan to help the coun
tries of the East and the Maghreb . . . in order
to bring to these people the indispensable for
mation of trained cadres and economic devel
opment." Noir made these comments in an in
terview with the weekly Paris-Match Jan. 5.
Noir's proposal-which he does not elab
ora�omplements the call by French So
cialist Party deputy Michel Vauzelle, who re
cently went to Baghdad, for a Euro
Mediterranean zone of peace and devel
opment.
Noirrecently created a sensation in France
by resigning from the Gaullist RPR, and form
ing his own political organization. At that
time, he warned that France itself was in dan
ger of being destroyed by petty political and
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party intrigues. Now, he is in discussions with
certain Socialists toward forming a new politi
cal coalition.

Defense
u.s. industrial base
shrinking and vulnerable
The problem in U.S. industrial defense capa
bility is not that it is dependent upon foreign
suppliers, but that it sometimes can't be, ac
cording to the current issue of Aerospace and
Defense Science magazine. Cases such as the
shutdown of the Avtex Fibers plant in Virginia
and the explosion at the solid rocket fuel facto
ry in Nevada two years ago showed the vulner
ability of key defense and space sytems depen
dent upon a single source of supply for a key
component. Unfortunately, there were no oth
er suppliers, foreign or domestic, that could fill
in the gap when production was halted.
Author James Miskel points out that the
single source supplier often is still in business,
not because it does the best job, but because
the company was unsuccessful in diversifying
out of defense production. As defense spend
ing is cut back, the number of key single
source supplies will only increase.

Infrastructure
Soviet progress
depends on transport
There will be no economic progress in Russia
without basic investments in the transport sec
tor, Friedrich Wilhelm Christians, chief exec
utive of Deutsche Bank, has told Germany's
Der Spiegel weekly.
"There is a lack of fundamental logistical
structures, which the Russian themselves are
to blame for," he said. "There is no functioning
transportation system, and this has been the
case from the era of the czars on. . . .
'The Soviet Union needs a different eco
nomic system. But this won't work without a
functioning system of transportation and com
munication."

• MALARIA VACCINE inventor
Manuel Elkin Patarroyo has left Co
lombia, because the government
eliminated firiancial backing for his
research. His vaccine is currently be
ing used in Venezuela, Brazil, and
Ecuador. He will continue his re
search in Spain or Sweden, he said
on an interview on RCN radio in
Bogota.
• AN AIDS conference in Bangkok
Dec. 17-21 was boycotted by the
World Health Organization because
of Thailand's regulations prohibiting
entry to persolls with AIDS. Thailand
has the most serious AIDS epidemic
in Asia, with infection ranging up to
50% among male and female prosti
tutes. Thousands of Japanese, Amer
ican, and European "sex tourists"
visit these prostitutes every year.
• FLORIDA'S planned high
speed rail link connecting Miami,
Orlando, and Tampa, is on hold. It
was to have been built by a consor
tium of 35 companies, which hoped
to privately raise the $3.5 billion for
the 150 mile-per-hour train.
• INDIA AND BHUTAN have
signed a memorandum of under
standing on the second and third
phase of the Chukha Hydroelectric
project. The first phase of the project,
which has received about $140rnil
lion in Indian assistance, involved
construction of a dam to divert the
waters of Bhutan's Wangchu River
for electricity generation. Surplus
power is to be sold to India.
• 'HOMELESSNESS is a fixture
of New York life," declared a front
page article in the New York Times
Dec. 30. According to Nancy
Wackstein, director of the Mayor's
Office of Homelessness and Single
Room Occupancy, there simply is
not enough money in the budget to
fulfill her mandate to provide shelter
for everyone in need.
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